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1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals (PhCs) are materials with dielec�
tric constant periodically modulated on a submicron
scale [1]. Growing interest in the study of PhCs is due
to their potential use in highly efficient light�emitting
devices, low�threshold lasers, a new generation of
optical fibers, ultrafast all�optical switches, and other
advanced optical components. However, practical
application of PhCs is limited by the lack of a versatile
and widely available fabrication technology. Self�
assembly of colloidal particles is currently considered
one of the most promising approaches to PhC fabrica�
tion [2]. However, the optical properties of PhCs pro�
duced in this manner are limited by structural defects
[3–5]. For this reason, a huge number of studies have
focused on the development of techniques that mini�
mize the density of defects in PhCs fabricated by using
colloidal systems [6–8]. The associated study of PhC
defects has drawn much less attention.

Periodic arrays of close�packed colloidal spheres
(colloidal crystals) are frequently called opals by anal�
ogy with the widely known mineraloid of similar struc�
ture [9]. In turn, opals are frequently used to fabricate
inverse opals by infiltration with a material having a
high refractive index n1 and subsequent removal of the
spheres. Theoretical calculations show that fcc inverse
opals are more advantageous in terms of optical prop�

erties compared to opals with analogous structure [10,
11]. In particular, they have a complete photonic
bandgap when the refractive index contrast reaches
n1/n2 ≈ 2.8 [10]. Furthermore, whereas colloidal crys�
tals are generally made of monodisperse micrometer�
sized silica or polystyrene spheres, inverse opals can be
fabricated from a variety of chemically different mate�
rials, such as metals, nonmetals, semiconductors,
oxides [12], which opens a broad range of applications
for PhCs of this type, from highly efficient light�emit�
ting devices [5] and lasers [13] to ultrafast all�optical
switches [14] and photoelectrochemical cells [15]. For
these reasons, this study focuses on the structure of
inverse opals (more precisely, those made of iron(III)
oxide). Analogous approaches can also be used to ana�
lyze the structure of colloidal crystals and PhCs of
other types.

Colloidal PhCs may have defects characteristic of
atomic, ionic, and molecular crystals. Point defects
(vacancies) are frequently observed in the images of
PhCs obtained by scanning electron microscopy.
However, extended defects (domain walls, disloca�
tions, twin planes, etc.) are very difficult to examine by
this method [16].

Various optical methods, such as analysis of laser
diffraction [16–20] and Kossel lines [21, 22], are also
widely used in studies of PhC structure. In the former,
a laser beam is focused onto a sample and the positions
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and intensities of Bragg reflection peaks are examined
in the resulting diffraction patterns. The latter method
is the study of dark rings (called Kossel lines) resulting
from attenuation of transmitted light against a diffuse
background, due to diffraction by various crystal
planes. Both methods have been effectively used to
analyze colloidal crystal structure. However, they have
significant drawbacks. Diffraction patterns can be
observed only if the lattice spacing exceeds the laser
wavelength. Therefore, the former method cannot be
used to study PhCs with the first photon band gap in
the visible spectral range (PhC lattice spacing gener�
ally does not exceed 300 nm). In many cases (e.g.,
studies of inverse opal thin films), optical methods
may be difficult to apply because of strong surface
scattering. Finally, optical methods cannot be applied
to PhCs made of materials with high absorptivity in
the optical range (as iron oxide Fe2O3 used in this
study). In particular, optical methods are practically
inapplicable to metal photonic crystals [23, 24].

In this paper, we show that the structure of inverse
opals can be successfully investigated by the ultra�
small�angle synchrotron X�ray diffraction method,
whose scope is not limited to the conditions men�
tioned above.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

We used inverse opals fabricated by a templating
method [12]. At the first stage, polystyrene beads with
an average diameter of 420 nm and a relative size stan�
dard deviation of σ < 5% were synthesized by emulsi�
fier�free heterophase polymerization of styrene with
potassium persulfate as an initiator [25]. At the second
stage, the beads were used to grow colloidal crystals by
vertical deposition [7, 26]. The resulting colloidal
crystals were infiltrated with a saturated aqueous alco�
hol solution (50%H2O + 50%C2H5OH) of iron(III)
nitrate, dried in air for 24 h, and then sintered to
500°C at a heating rate of 0.1°C/min and isothermally
annealed for 10 h. The thermal treatment removed
polystyrene and stabilized the porous oxide matrix.
According to the results of an X�ray phase analysis
with a DRON�3M diffractometer (CoK

α
 radiation),

the samples fabricated by this technique were single�
phase hematite.

Sample structure was examined by using a LEO
SUPRA 50 VP scanning electron microscope under
an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Secondary electron
images were obtained. Ultrasmall�angle synchro�
tron X�ray diffraction experiments were performed
at the BM�26B beamline station of the European
Synchrotron Research Facility (ESRF�DUBBLE,
Grenoble, France) by using a setup analogous to that
employed in [27]. A synchrotron X�ray beam with a
wavelength of λ = 0.95 Å was focused by a compound
refractive lens [28] onto a Photonic Science CCD
camera with 4008 × 2671 pixel resolution (22 × 22 µm2

pixels) and 12�bit digitization. A sample was mounted
on a goniometer behind the lens system at a distance of
8 m from the detector. This setup can be used to
achieve an angular resolution as fine as 5 µrad, which
corresponds to approximately 3 × 10–4 nm–1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows an image of a fragment of the sur�
face of one of the colloidal crystals made of 420�nm
diameter polystyrene microspheres, which were used
as templates for fabricating Fe2O3 inverse opals
(Fig. 1b). The inverse opal obviously retains the order�
ing of the colloidal crystal, even though the mean cen�
ter�to�center distance a = 380 nm between neighbor�
ing spherical voids in the Fe2O3 matrix is slightly less
than the mean microsphere diameter because of sam�
ple shrinkage during the annealing stage [20].

It is important that the upper close�packed layer of
spherical voids in the oxide matrix, visible in Fig. 1b,
may correspond to the (111) plane of an fcc lattice
(where the stacking sequence is ABCABC...), or to the
(0001) plane of an hcp lattice (where the sequence is
ABABAB...), or the outer surface of a random hcp
stacking. According to SEM images of a cleaved edge
of the sample, the inverse opal was a stack of approxi�
mately 40 close�packed layers parallel to the substrate.

(a)

(b)

2 µm

2 µm

Fig. 1. Electron microscopy images: (a) colloidal crystal
made of monodisperse polystyrene microspheres;
(b) Fe2O3 inverse opal.
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The images could not be used to determine the PhC
structure by identifying A, B, and C layers. However,
this is an extremely important task because fcc stacking
is optimal for self�assembled PhCs [10], whereas any
deviation from the “correct” stacking (ABCABC...)
has an adverse effect on optical properties of samples.

It was shown in [29] that fragments with different
(e.g., ABC and ACB) stacking sequences in a relatively
thin (3� to 5�layer) colloidal crystal can be distin�
guished by means of optical microscopy. However, this
is effective only if the colloidal crystal consists of
microspheres sufficiently large that higher order pho�
tonic stop bands are in the visible range [30]. Further�
more, the number of possible close packings increases
with the number N of layers as m = 2N – 2 ( ),N 2≥

which significantly complicates analysis of colloidal
crystal structure. At the same time, ultrasmall�angle
X�ray scattering analysis of PhC structure can be used
to determine the relative amounts of different stacking
sequences in a sample regardless of its thickness and
total number of different sequences.

To visualize stacking faults in Fe2O3 inverse opals,
we obtained diffraction patterns at several angles α of
sample rotation about the vertical z axis (α = 0 for nor�
mal incidence, see Fig. 2). The diffraction patterns
shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate changes in both overall
diffraction pattern and relative intensity of different
reflections.

The nature of the observed reflections can be
explained as follows. Consider a perfect fcc PhC
(ABCABC... stacking) whose reciprocal�lattice sites
in the projection onto the xy plane are schematized in
Fig. 4. The Bragg condition is satisfied for reciprocal
lattice sites lying on the surface of the Ewald sphere (a
sphere of radius 2π/λ in reciprocal space, where λ is
the radiation wavelength). Since the wavelength λ of
the synchrotron X�ray radiation used in the ultras�
mall�angle scattering study of PhCs is much smaller
than the PhC lattice spacing, the Ewald�sphere curva�
ture is negligible; i.e., the intersection of the sphere
with the xy plane shown in Fig. 4 can be approximated
by a line. It is clear from Fig. 4 that an fcc PhC of
ABCABC... type must exhibit Bragg reflections when
the sample is set at certain characteristic angles of

rotation. For example, the  and (220) reflections
must be observed when α = –19.5° and 54.7°, respec�
tively. Since the reciprocal�lattice sites of an fcc PhC
of ACBACB... type are symmetric with respect to the

xz plane, the corresponding  and (220) reflections
must be observed at α = –19.5° and –54.7°, respec�
tively. Analogously, it can be shown that an hcp struc�
ture must exhibit the (10�10), (10�1± 1), and (10�1± 2)
reflections at α = 0, ±27.9°, and ±46.7°, respectively.

111( )

111( )

2

x

y
z

1

3

α −α

Fig. 2. Experimental setup: (1) sample; (2) detector;
(3) synchrotron X�ray beam.
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Fig. 3. Ulltrasmall�angle X�ray diffraction patterns for a Fe2O3 inverse opal sample at α = (a) 0°, (b) 19.5°, (c) 35.3°, and
(d) 54.7°. Crosses and diamonds denote reflections associated with diffraction by fcc�structured fragments with ABCABC... and
ACBACB... stacking sequences, respectively. Other reflections are characteristic of fcc structures of both types. Arrows indicate
reflections that cannot be attributed to fcc structure.
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Figure 4 can be used to make important conclu�
sions about the inverse opal structure based on the dif�
fraction patterns shown in Fig. 3. In particular,
according to Fig. 4, the (020) reflection must be exhib�
ited by an fcc PhC of ABCABC... type set at α = 54.7°.
Indeed, this reflection is observed and is marked in
Fig. 3d. At the same time, it follows from Fig. 4 that we
must not observe any intense reflection near the
“missing” (020) reflection when the sample is set at
α = 35.3°. However, such a reflection is visible in
Fig. 3c. This reflection can be attributed to the pres�
ence of ACBACB... stacking sequences in the inverse
opal structure, in which case we must observe the

 reflection at α = 35.3°. We therefore conclude
that the PhC at hand contains both ABCABC... and
ACBACB... stacking sequences. Accordingly, we use
different symbols in Fig. 3 to denote reflections asso�
ciated with ABCABC... and ACBACB... sequences in
the PhC structure.

Note that there are reflections that cannot be asso�
ciated with an fcc lattice, in particular those indicated
by arrows in Figs. 3a and 3b. Moreover, whereas such
reflections in Fig. 3a may be associated with an hcp
structure, those in Fig. 3b cannot be explained by
assuming that the PhC has an fcc or hcp structure.
These relatively weak reflections are associated with
the so�called Bragg rods due to irregular stacking in
the PhC structure [31, 32].

Figure 5 shows the intensities of several reflections
observed in Fig. 3 as functions of the sample rotation
angle. The relative amounts of ABCABC... and

111( )

ACBACB... stacking sequences can be estimated by
comparing the integral intensities of the correspond�
ing peaks. Our calculations of the intensity ratios

between the  peaks at α = 19.5° (ABCABC...)
and α = –19.5° (ACBACB...), the (220) peaks at α =
54.7° (ABCABC...) and α = –54.7° (ACBACB...),

and the  peaks at α = –35.3° (ABCABC...) and
α = 35.3° (ACBACB) suggest that the ABCABC�to�
ACBACB sequence ratio in the analyzed Fe2O3 inverse
opal sample is approximately 2 : 3. Note that the
absence of a distinct maximum in the angular depen�

dence of the  reflection intensity for ABCABC...
and ACBACB sequences (see Fig. 5) implies that the
inverse opal does not contain an appreciable number
of hcp�structured fragments, because a (1010) reflec�
tion would otherwise be observed at α = 0 (see above).

Our conclusion that the examined sample had an
fcc structure with stacking faults is in good agreement
with results of numerous experimental studies (e.g.,
see [3]). At the same time, it should be noted that ultr�
asmall�angle X�ray scattering analysis can provide
much more detailed structural information about each
particular sample under study, which makes it possible
not only to identify the predominant fcc structure, but
also to reveal the presence of both hcp�structured frag�
ments and random hcp stacking, as well as to deter�
mine the ABCABC�to�ACBACB stacking ratio.
While fcc structure was characteristic of all Fe2O3

inverse opal samples examined in this study, the ratio
ABCABC : ACBACB varied between PhC samples: we
observed not only those with ABCABC : ACBACB ≈
1 : 1, but also inverse opals with a single predominant
fcc stacking sequence. The observed structural diver�
sity should obviously be attributed to random layer
stacking in the self�assembled colloidal crystals used as
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Fig. 4. Reciprocal�lattice sites of an fcc�structured crystal
with ABCABC... stacking projected on the horizontal xy
plane and characteristic diffraction angles. Star represents
site (000). In the fcc structure, the distance between the
plane containing the dashed lines and corresponding sites
and the plane containing the remaining sites shown in the
figure is 2π/a (a is mean spherical void diameter).
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templates for fabricating inverse opals. With decreas�
ing number of layers in a colloidal crystal, the proba�
bility of formation of defect�free domains increases.

Thus, the ultrasmall�angle X�ray scattering
method can be used to distinguish between samples
with predominantly twinned fcc structure and nearly
perfect fcc stacking, which must have substantially dif�
ferent optical properties [3]. Comparison between the
optical properties of samples requires further experi�
mental research.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that the ultrasmall�angle X�ray scatter�
ing method can be effectively used to analyze the
structure of inverse opals. As an example, the results of
a study of a Fe2O3 inverse opal are presented. They
show that the sample was predominantly fcc�struc�
tured, with an ABCABC�to�ACBACB stacking ratio
of approximately 2 : 3, and contained domains of ran�
dom hcp stacking. Other samples of similar composi�
tion also had predominant fcc structure, but with indi�
vidual ABCABC�to�ACBACB stacking ratios, and
possibly some small hcp�structured fragments. The
method for analyzing PhC structure described here
provides a versatile and effective tool for examining the
structure inverse opals made of different materials,
colloidal crystals, and three�dimensional photonic
crystals of other types. Furthermore, the present algo�
rithm can be implemented in a diffraction analysis of
PhC structure using radiation of different type, such as
neutrons or laser light.
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